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Abstract
Collecting large-scale human-annotated datasets
via crowdsourcing to train and improve automated
models is a prominent human-in-the-loop approach
to integrate human and machine intelligence. How-
ever, together with their unique intelligence, hu-
mans also come with their biases and subjective be-
liefs, which may influence the quality of the anno-
tated data and negatively impact the effectiveness
of the human-in-the-loop systems. One of the most
common types of cognitive biases that humans are
subject to is the confirmation bias, which is peo-
ple’s tendency to favor information that confirms
their existing beliefs and values. In this paper, we
present an algorithmic approach to infer the cor-
rect answers of tasks by aggregating the annota-
tions from multiple crowd workers, while taking
workers’ various levels of confirmation bias into
consideration. Evaluations on real-world crowd an-
notations show that the proposed bias-aware label
aggregation algorithm outperforms baseline meth-
ods in accurately inferring the ground-truth labels
of different tasks when crowd workers indeed ex-
hibit some degree of confirmation bias. Through
simulations on synthetic data, we further identify
the conditions when the proposed algorithm has the
largest advantages over baseline methods.

1 Introduction
Over the past decade, crowdsourcing—the act of outsourc-
ing tasks to the crowd—has become a ubiquitous paradigm
for obtaining data from people to enhance machine intelli-
gence. However, a long-standing challenge in crowdsourcing
is how to control the quality of crowd work [Allahbakhsh et
al., 2013]. Recently, it is recognized that an important rea-
son that contributes to the limited work quality of individual
crowd workers is that workers are prone to a wide range of bi-
ases in their work. For example, workers may be influenced
by their social bias (e.g., racial bias, gender bias) during their
annotation process [Otterbacher et al., 2019; Biswas et al.,
2020]. The design of crowdsourcing tasks (e.g., what infor-
mation is shown to workers in what order) may also have sub-
tle impact on workers and trigger their cognitive biases such

as the anchoring bias and ambiguity effect [Eickhoff, 2018;
Zhuang et al., 2015].

Another common type of cognitive bias that crowd workers
are often subject to is their confirmation bias, which refers to
people’s tendency of favoring information that confirms their
previously existing beliefs and values [Nickerson, 1998]. In-
deed, researchers have showed that when judging the truthful-
ness of news statements, crowd workers tend to believe those
statements coming from speakers off the same political party
that they have recently voted for to be more true [La Barbera
et al., 2020]. Similarly, Hube et al. [2019] revealed that when
crowd workers are asked to determine whether a statement is
neutral or opinionated, they are more likely to label a state-
ment as neutral if its stance aligns with their own opinions.

In practice, to obtain high-quality annotations from crowd
workers, a redundancy-based strategy is often deployed. That
is, the same task is completed by multiple workers, and nu-
merous label aggregation algorithms have been proposed to
infer the ground-truth answer for each task based on the col-
lection of annotations obtained on it [Whitehill et al., 2009;
Welinder et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012; Demartini et al., 2012;
Zheng et al., 2017]. While these algorithms adopt various
models to characterize worker behavior during the label gen-
eration process, they seldom take worker’s cognitive biases,
such as their confirmation bias, into account. In so doing,
the current crowdsourced label aggregation algorithms might
have missed the opportunity to further improve the inference
accuracy by explicitly modeling how worker’s cognitive bi-
ases have influenced their work quality.

Therefore, in this paper, we focus on worker’s confirmation
bias and propose a new label aggregation algorithm to ac-
count for it. Specifically, we formulate a probabilistic model
of the label generation process by assuming that among other
factors, worker’s label on a task is influenced by both the val-
ues of the worker and the values expressed in the task. We
then make use of the expectation-maximization algorithm to
simultaneously infer the values of each worker, the values of
each task, as well as the ground-truth answer for each task.

To examine the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm,
we collect annotations from real crowd workers on Amazon
Mechanical Turk on the subjective task of differentiating fac-
tual statements from opinion statements, for which workers
are shown to indeed exhibit a degree of confirmation bias in
their annotations. We find that compared to a set of baseline
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label aggregation algorithms, the proposed bias-aware label
aggregation algorithm achieves a higher level of accuracy in
uncovering the ground-truth label for each task. We further
investigate the robustness of the proposed algorithm through
simulations using synthetic datasets. Our simulation results
highlight several scenarios that the proposed algorithm shows
the largest advantage over baseline algorithms, such as when
crowd workers suffer from confirmation bias in their annota-
tions to a larger extent and when the distribution of worker’s
values is more dispersed or even polarized.

2 Related Work
Quality Control in Crowdsourcing. To solicit high-
quality work from inexpert crowd workers, researchers have
proposed a variety of strategies such as providing effective
incentives to workers [Ho et al., 2015], training novice work-
ers [Doroudi et al., 2016], assigning tasks to workers with
relevant skills [Zheng et al., 2015], and enabling communi-
cation between workers on the same task [Tang et al., 2019].
Yet, in practice, the most widely adopted approach for ensur-
ing the quality of crowd work, especially for simple classifi-
cation tasks, is to assign a task to multiple workers and then
infer its correct answer using all annotations collected on it.

To effectively combine multiple annotations and infer the
ground-truth label for a task, researchers have designed var-
ious label aggregation algorithms to improve the inference
accuracy by explicitly characterizing how worker’s quality in
a task is affected by multiple factors. For example, Whitehill
et al. [2009] characterized worker’s labeling process using a
probabilistic graphic model assuming that a worker’s label
on a task is influenced by the worker’s skill level as well as
the task difficulty. Welinder et al. [2010] introduced a more
sophisticated model to capture worker’s diverse skills on var-
ious latent topics underlying a task. More recently, Braylan
and Lease [2020] extended label aggregation algorithms from
simple annotations (e.g., class labels) to complex annotations
(e.g., open-ended text) by modeling the distances between an-
notations. Moreover, Li et al. [2020] proposed algorithms
that ensure the aggregated labels satisfy fairness constraints.
For a more complete review of label aggregation algorithms
in crowdsourcing, please see [Zheng et al., 2017].

Bias in Crowdsourced Annotations. Recent studies
showed that crowd workers could be influenced by a wide
range of biases during their annotation process. Such biases
can be triggered by the design of the tasks. For example, it is
shown that grouping multiple data items together in a batch
for workers to label may lead to the “in-batch annotation
bias,” that is, a worker’s judgment on one data item is affected
by other data items within the batch [Zhuang et al., 2015].
Similarly, workers are also subject to the “sequential bias”
in their labeling process such that their annotation on one
task might be influenced by the previous task that they see as
well as the label they provide on it [Newell and Ruths, 2016;
Huang et al., 2018]. Within a single task, the ways that infor-
mation is presented and the order that questions are asked can
also result in worker’s cognitive bias which negatively im-
pacts the work quality [Eickhoff, 2018]. In addition, workers
may exhibit biases in their annotations as a result of the inter-

action between the characteristics of the worker and the task.
For example, Biswas et al. [2020] showed that when crowd
workers are asked to assess the recidivism risk of criminal de-
fendants, they tend to slightly favor defendants of their own
race, showing some degree of in-group bias.

Another type of bias that crowd workers are prone to, espe-
cially in subjective tasks, is the confirmation bias. Via exper-
imental studies, it is found that crowd workers tend to label a
piece of news as true rather than fake, or a statement as neu-
tral rather than opinionated, if the information expressed in
the news or statements align well with the worker’s own be-
lief and value [Hube et al., 2019; La Barbera et al., 2020].
Researchers have also revealed that confirmation bias may
largely explain why in the real-world crowdsourcing applica-
tions of misinformation flagging on social-media platforms,
the news sources flagged by the crowd tend to be the most
popular (and largely reliable) ones [Coscia and Rossi, 2020].

Mitigate Confirmation Bias in Crowdsourcing. Most re-
cently, researchers have explored different approaches to mit-
igate crowd worker’s confirmation bias and reduce the nega-
tive impact the bias brings to work quality, which have mixed
success. For example, Hube et al. [2019] showed that rais-
ing people’s awareness of their own bias can effectively re-
duce worker’s bias in annotations. On the other hand, it is
found that enabling workers with different beliefs and values
to work on the same task and interact with each other does not
help reduce worker’s bias [Duan et al., 2020]. This paper pro-
vides a new approach in “mitigating” confirmation bias— we
explicitly model how worker’s confirmation bias sneak into
their annotations, and then design algorithms based on such
model to reduce the bias in the final, aggregated labels.

3 Bias-aware Label Aggregation
In this section, we outline our algorithmic approach for
crowdsourced label aggregation which takes annotators’ con-
firmation biases into account. We consider subjective labeling
tasks in which annotators are asked to provide binary labels
in each task, and importantly, one of the two candidate labels
is generally perceived to be more “preferable” (e.g., a piece
of news is “true” rather than “fake,” a statement is “neutral”
rather than “opinionated”). On these tasks, annotators might
be subject to confirmation bias—they might favor informa-
tion that confirms their previously existing beliefs or values,
hence increase their chance of providing the preferable label
in tasks containing the favorable information.

3.1 Label Generation Model
Consider the scenario that N annotators are asked to com-
plete M binary labeling tasks. An annotator i’s label on task
j is denoted as lij ∈ {0, 1}, with 0 representing the preferable
label (e.g., “true news”, “neutral statement”). Our goal is to
determine the true label, zj ∈ {0, 1}, for each task j using
all the labels collected on it. To model annotators’ possible
confirmation bias during their label generation processes, we
assume the observed labels lij depend on several causal fac-
tors: (1) the values implied by the information in the task; (2)
the annotator’s values; (3) the annotator’s degree of bias char-
acterizing how much the annotator is subject to confirmation
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Figure 1: The probabilistic graphical model of annotators’ label gen-
eration process. The shaded node is observed.

bias, (4) annotator’s inherent tendency to provide the prefer-
able label, and (5) the true label of the task. Under our model,
the chance for annotator i to provide the preferable label on
task j (i.e., lij = 0) is characterized as:

P (lij = 0|ci, pi, sj , zj , a) =
1

ea[(1−pi)(sj−ci)2+pizj ]
(1)

In Eqn. 1, for simplicity, we model the values of both the
annotators and the information expressed in the tasks using
a single dimensional spectrum—the values of annotator i are
captured by the parameter ci ∈ [0, 1], while the values of the
information contained in task j are captured by the parameter
sj ∈ [0, 1]1. For example, when considering the left–right
political spectrum, ci = 1 (or sj = 1) could mean the values
of annotator i (or the values implied by information in task j)
are extremely conservative, while ci = 0 (or sj = 0) means
the values of annotator i (or the values implied by information
in task j) are extremely liberal. Annotators’ confirmation bias
is captured via the distance between ci and sj—holding all
other variables equal, the closer ci and sj are to each other,
the more likely annotator i will provide the preferable label
in task j (i.e., P (lij = 0) is larger).

We further use the parameter pi ∈ [0, 1] to characterize the
extent to which annotator i is subject to confirmation bias.
Here, pi = 0 means that annotator i is heavily influenced
by her confirmation bias, such that she decides her label on
tasks (almost) entirely based on how much the information
contained in the task aligns with her values. Conversely,
when pi = 1, annotator i is not influenced by her confir-
mation bias at all, such that she decides her label on tasks
(almost) entirely based on the ground truth label zj of the
task, and zj ∼ Bernoulli(1 − π) (i.e., the prior probability
for a task to have the preferable label as its ground truth is
π, P (zj = 0) = π). When 0 < pi < 1, the annotator is
influenced by her confirmation bias to some degree, and the
smaller pi is, the more she is subject to the confirmation bias.

Finally, we use a global parameter a ∈ [0,+∞) to repre-
sent annotators’ inherent tendency to provide the preferable
label on any task, or in other words, annotators’ base rate of
providing the preferable label in tasks. When a = 0, the base
rate for annotators to provide the preferable label in tasks is
very high, while a = +∞ means the base rate for annotators
to provide the preferable label in tasks is very low.

1Our model can easily be extended to cases where the values of
annotators and tasks are characterized in a multi-dimensional space.

Our entire label generation model for the crowdsourced an-
notators is shown in Figure 1. Given a set of observed labels
L = {lij}, the end goal of our label aggregation algorithm
is to infer the most likely ground-truth label z = {zj} for
each task, as well as the values of all hidden parameters (i.e.,
s = {sj}, c = {ci}, p = {pi}, a, π).

3.2 Model Inference
We use the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to es-
timate the maximum likelihood estimates of the hidden pa-
rameters and infer the values of the hidden variables zj .

In particular, in the Expectation step, we compute the pos-
terior probabilities for each hidden variable zj based on the
current estimates of parameters and the observed labels:

p(zj |L, c, p, s, a, π) ∝ p(zj |π)p(L|zj , c, p, s, a)

∝ p(zj |π)
∏
i∈Wj

p(lij |ci, pi, sj , zj , a)

Here, we use Wj to denote the set of all annotators
who have provided labels on task j. When lij = 0,
p(lij |ci, pi, sj , zj , a) can be computed using Eqn. 1; other-
wise, p(lij |ci, pi, sj , zj , a) = 1− P (lij = 0|ci, pi, sj , zj , a).

For the Maximization step, we search for optimal parame-
ter values to maximize the auxiliary function Q, i.e., the ex-
pectation of the complete data log-likelihood:

Q(c, p, s, a, π) = E[ln p(L, z|c, p, s, a, π)]

= E[ln
∏
j

(p(zj |π)
∏
i∈Wj

p(lij |ci, pi, sj , zj , a))]

=
∑
j

E[ln p(zj |π)] +
∑
lij∈L

E[ln p(lij |ci, pi, sj , zj , a)]

The expectation is taken with respect to the posterior distribu-
tions of zj that are obtained from the previous E-step. In each
M-step, we use gradient descent to update hidden parameters
to the values that locally optimize Q.

4 Experiment
In this section, we examine that on real-world subjective la-
beling tasks where annotators could suffer from confirmation
bias, whether the proposed bias-aware label aggregation al-
gorithm can help improve the accuracy of inferred labels.

4.1 Data Collection
To empirically evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed al-
gorithm, we first collected a set of annotations generated by
real crowd workers on the subjective task of differentiating
factual statements from opinion statements. We used this task
in our study since previous research showed that U.S. adults
were more likely to label both factual and opinion statements
as factual when they appealed more to their political side (i.e.,
“factual” is the preferable label) [Mitchell et al., 2018].

Specifically, from the list of controversial topics in US pol-
itics2, we selected “gun control” as the main topic and created

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List of controversial
issues.
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Statement Label Values

Gun bans alleviate intimate partner homicide. Factual Liberal
Active shooter events in the U.S. is sometimes associated with mental illness. Factual Conservative
Easy usage of the guns increases firearm related deaths. Opinion Liberal
Most of the problematic shooting events were led by mentally ill people. Opinion Conservative

Table 1: Examples of gun control related statements that we used in our study.

a set of statements related to it. We created these statements
by first reviewing gun control related debate transcripts on an
online debate platform DEBATE.ORG, and extracted the main
talking points (e.g., gun violence, illegal guns) from both the
supporters and opponents of gun control. Given a talking
point, we extracted factual statements related to it from the
latest Wikipedia pages, and rewrote them slightly to remove
obvious cues indicating the statements as factual (e.g., statis-
tics). To create opinion statements related to the talking point,
we then adopted the Wikipedia neutral point of view (NPOV)
criteria3 to identify those opinionated arguments made by par-
ticipants on DEBATE.ORG on this point that violate the NPOV
criteria. In the end, we obtained a set of 12 statements, and
Table 1 shows some example of the statements.

Next, we posted a human intelligence task (HIT) on Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to recruit workers to evaluate
this set of statements. Our HIT was open to U.S. workers
only. Each worker was asked to review all 12 statements in
the HIT. For each statement, the worker was asked to decide
whether it is a “factual statement,” regardless of whether they
think it is accurate or not, or an “opinion statement,” regard-
less of whether they agree with it or not. We also included the
“I don’t know” (IDK) option in each task, in case workers are
not sure about their answer. We further inserted an attention
check question in the HIT, in which workers were instructed
to select a pre-defined option. Finally, we asked workers to
self-report their political stance on a 7-point Likert scale, with
1 representing very liberal, 4 representing neutral, and 7 rep-
resenting very conservative.

In total, 110 workers completed our HIT and passed the
attention check, among whom 57 were leaning liberal, 42
were leaning conservative, and 11 were neutral. Out of
110 × 12 = 1320 labels generated by these workers, we ob-
tained 107 IDK labels (i.e., 8.1% of the labels are IDK)4. We
considered the IDK labels as absent and did not include them
in our further analyses.

4.2 Understanding Worker’s Confirmation Bias
We start by understanding whether workers actually exhib-
ited any confirmation bias when labeling factual and opinion
statements in our HIT. To characterize the values that differ-
ent statements express, we recruited another 47 MTurk work-

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Neutral point of
view.

4The mean and median number of tasks that a worker selected
the IDK label was 0.97 and 0, respectively, and the number of IDK
labels selected by individual workers showed a long-tail distribution.
We also found that workers who self-reported as neutral tended to
select the IDK label more frequently than workers who self-reported
as leaning liberal or conservative (the percentage of IDK labels given
among all labels generated by the liberal, neutral, and conservative
workers were 6.0%, 16.7%, and 8.7%, respectively).

ers to review these statements and determine that in a de-
bate about gun control, whether the statement would be more
likely used by a person holding liberal views or conserva-
tive views as their argument. For each statement, we took
the majority answer from MTurk workers as the values of the
statement (see Table 1 for examples).

Similar as the method used in [Hube et al., 2019], we fo-
cused on analyzing worker’s incorrect annotations to quantify
the worker’s confirmation bias. Specifically, for a worker i,
we categorized her mistakes into four types and computed the
the misclassification rates correspondingly:
• ERfct→opn

L (i): among all factual statements with liberal
values, the fraction of statements that worker i incorrectly
labeled as opinion statements

• ERfct→opn
C (i): among all factual statements with conserva-

tive values, the fraction of statements that worker i incor-
rectly labeled as opinion statements

• ERopn→fct
L (i): among all opinion statements with liberal

values, the fraction of statements that worker i incorrectly
labeled as factual statements

• ERopn→fct
C (i): among all opinion statements with conser-

vative values, the fraction of statements that worker i in-
correctly labeled as factual statements
If workers were indeed influenced by confirmation bias

during their annotation process, we expect that for work-
ers holding liberal (conservative) views, they have larger
(smaller) ERfct→opn

C and ERopn→fct
L , but smaller (larger)

ERfct→opn
L and ERopn→fct

C . Therefore, we define the following
metric to represent the bias of worker i:

biasi = zscore(ERfct→opn
C (i)) + zscore(ERopn→fct

L (i))

− zscore(ERfct→opn
L (i))− zscore(ERopn→fct

C (i))
(2)

where zscore(·) represents the function standardizing the mis-
classification rates within each category (i.e., zscore(x) =
x−x̄
σ ). Intuitively, the larger biasi is, the more worker i favors

information with liberal values.
To see whether workers indeed showed the tendency to fa-

vor information that was consistent with their own values, we
look into the relationship between workers’ self-reported po-
litical stance and the computed bias scores on them. Con-
sidering workers’ annotations on all 12 statements, the aver-
age bias scores for liberal, neutral, and conservative work-
ers are 0.18, -0.47, and -0.12, respectively, and we find a
negative, albeit non-significant, correlation between workers’
stance and their bias scores (Pearson correlation coefficient
ρ = −0.086; p = 0.374). This means that compared to neu-
tral and conservative workers, liberal workers indeed favored
information with liberal values slightly more, implying some
degree of confirmation bias. More interestingly, as shown in
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Top N Correlation coefficient (ρ) p-value

1 -0.192 0.044
2 -0.243 0.011
3 -0.255 0.007
4 -0.182 0.057
5 -0.221 0.021

Table 2: Considering only the N most difficult tasks (i.e., the top N
statements with the lowest average labeling accuracy), the negative
correlation between worker’s stance and bias score is significant.

Table 2, when we restrict our attention to the subset of state-
ments that are most difficult for workers (i.e., worker’s aver-
age accuracy on the statement was the lowest among all 12
statements), we see significant negative associations between
worker’s stance and bias score, suggesting that workers might
be influenced by their confirmation bias to the largest degree
on the difficult tasks.

4.3 Evaluating Label Aggregation Performance
We now move on to compare the effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithm in accurately inferring the ground-truth la-
bels of different tasks against baseline methods. In particular,
we consider the following seven baseline methods:
• Majority vote (MV): the ground-truth label of a task is

the majority vote over all labels on that task.
• GLAD: the algorithm proposed in [Whitehill et al., 2009]

which assumes a worker’s label on a task is affected by
both the worker’s skill and the task difficulty.

• Multi: the algorithm proposed in [Welinder et al., 2010]
that models each annotator as a multidimensional entity to
capture the worker’s diverse skills on various latent topics.

• VI-BP: the algorithm proposed in [Liu et al., 2012] that
transforms the label aggregation problem into a standard
inference problem in graphical models and solves it via
belief propagation.

• Minimax (MM): the algorithm proposed in [Zhou et al.,
2012] which assumes a separate probabilistic distribution
for each worker-task pair, and uses a minimax entropy
method to infer ground-truth labels for each task.

• ZenCrowd (ZC): the algorithm proposed in [Demartini et
al., 2012] which iteratively estimates worker reliability, re-
moves unreliable workers, and infers ground-truth labels.

• CBCC: the algorithm proposed in [Venanzi et al., 2014]
which assumes communities exist within workers and
those workers belonging to the same community share
similar misclassification pattern.
Note that none of these baseline algorithms explicitly

accounts for worker’s confirmation bias when aggregating
crowdsourced labels. We implemented these baseline al-
gorithms using the open-sourced code repository provided
by Zheng et al. [2017]. We further implemented the proposed
bias-aware label aggregation algorithm, and we terminated
the EM-based inference after convergence or 1000 iterations,
whichever was reached earlier5. In total, we implemented
eight different label aggregation algorithms.

5To account for the impact of parameter initialization on the per-
formance of the algorithm, we deployed an empirically effective

Figure 2: Comparing the performance of different algorithms in ac-
curately inferring ground-truth labels on the real-world dataset, as
the number of annotators increases. Error bars represent the stan-
dard errors of the mean. Note that uncertainty in inference accuracy
due to random sampling does not exist when all worker’s annota-
tions are used in the inference (i.e., “all” in the x-axis).

We applied all these eight algorithms on the annotations
that we collected from MTurk workers for differentiating fac-
tual and opinion statements, and inferred the ground-truth la-
bel for each statement. Figure 2 compares the accuracy of the
inferred labels when using different algorithms. In addition to
making inference using the entire set of annotations from all
110 workers, to see how the accuracy of the inference varies
with the number of annotators, we also randomly sampled
annotations from K (K ∈ {20, 50, 80}) workers and inferred
the ground-truth label for each statement using only the sub-
set of annotations provided by these K workers. For each K,
we repeated the random sampling process for 100 times, and
the average accuracy of the inferred labels across 100 trials is
presented in Figure 2 for each algorithm. Clearly, we find that
by taking worker’s confirmation bias into consideration, our
proposed label aggregation algorithm almost always achieves
higher inference accuracy than all baseline algorithms, and its
advantage over baseline algorithms becomes more salient as
the number of annotators increases.

5 Simulation
Finally, we conduct simulations on synthetic datasets to ex-
plore when the proposed bias-aware label aggregation algo-
rithm shows the largest advantages over baseline algorithms.

The Impact of Confirmation Bias Degree. First, we ex-
amine that compared to baseline algorithms, how the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm changes with the degree to
which crowd workers are subject to confirmation bias. To

heuristic to restart the EM algorithm. We ran EM for three times.
For all three runs, we adopted a relatively uninformative initializa-
tion for pi, π, and a (pi = 0.5, π = 0.5, and a = 2). Then, in
the first EM, we initialized ci = 0.5 and initialized all statements’
values from one extreme (e.g., sj = 1), hoping that this run of EM
would return an accurate ordering of ci. Then, in the second EM,
we initialized sj = 0.5 and ci = 1, hoping to get an accurate or-
dering of sj . In the third EM, we initialized ci (sj) using the final
ci (sj) values from the first (second) EM. In the end, we report the
inference results from the EM run that gives the highest likelihood
of the data.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: Comparing the performance of different algorithms in accurately inferring ground-truth labels on synthetic datasets as the degree
that workers suffer from confirmation bias changes (3a), the distribution of worker’s values changes (3b), or the tendency for workers to
provide the preferable label changes (3c). Error bars represent the standard errors of the mean.

do so, we generated synthetic datasets of worker annotations
following the label generation model that we describe in Sec-
tion 3. In particular, for each dataset, we randomly created
M = 100 tasks. For each task, the values it took was drawn
uniformly randomly between 0 and 1 (i.e., sj ∼ U [0, 1]),
and with 50% chance it had the preferable label (i.e., zj ∼
Bernoulli(0.5)). We then simulated a group ofN = 25 work-
ers by setting a = 2, sampling each worker’s values uni-
formly randomly between 0 and 1 (i.e., ci ∼ U [0, 1]), and
setting pi ∼ Beta(1, β). Intuitively, the larger the value of β
is, the more crowd workers suffer from confirmation bias.

To simulate different degrees of confirmation bias, we con-
sidered five different values of β: 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 4. For each
value of β, we generated 50 synthetic datasets by simulating
worker’s annotation on each task according to Eqn. 1. Given a
specific dataset, we next used all eight label aggregation algo-
rithms to infer the ground-truth label for each task. Figure 3a
shows how the inference accuracy of different algorithms, av-
eraged over the 50 datasets, changes with β. It is clear that
as crowd workers suffer more from confirmation bias (i.e., β
increases), while the inference accuracy of all algorithms de-
creases, the advantage of our bias-aware algorithm over the
baseline algorithms becomes larger. In other words, using
the proposed algorithm to aggregate crowd-generated anno-
tations is especially helpful when crowd workers exhibit a
higher level of confirmation bias.

The Impact of the Distribution of Worker’s Values. We
next explore how the distribution of crowd workers’ own val-
ues affects the performance comparison between different la-
bel aggregation algorithms. We again simulated annotations
from N = 25 workers on M = 100 tasks. For each task,
sj ∼ U [0, 1] and zj ∼ Bernoulli(0.5), while for each worker,
a = 2 and pi ∼ Beta(1, 5). For each worker’s values ci, we
considered four types of distributions from which it could be
randomly drawn: (1) Uniform (UNI): ci ∼ Beta(1, 1), reflect-
ing the case that crowd workers’ values are uniformly spread
over the spectrum; (2) U-shape (US): ci ∼ Beta(0.5, 0.5), re-
flecting the case that crowd workers are polarized and tend
to hold divergent and extreme values; (3) Unbalanced (UB):
ci ∼ Beta(1, 2), reflecting the case that most workers lean to-
wards one extreme on the spectrum of values; and (4) Inverse-
U shape (IU): ci ∼ Beta(2, 2), reflecting the case that most
workers lean towards the middle of the spectrum of values.

Again, given a specific values distribution, we simulated 50
synthetic worker annotation datasets, and the average infer-
ence accuracy of different label aggregation algorithms is
shown in Figure 3b. Here, we observe that the advantage of
our bias-aware algorithm is particularly salient when work-
ers’ values are widely dispersed or even polarized. When
workers’ values lean towards one extreme or the middle of the
spectrum—that is, when most workers’ values are somewhat
similar—the performance of the proposed algorithm is on par
with the best-performing baseline algorithms (i.e., CBCC and
VI-BP).
The Impact of Base Rate of the Preferable Label. Lastly,
we look into how worker’s tendency of providing the prefer-
able label (i.e., worker’s “positive bias”) changes the perfor-
mance of various algorithms. We simulated 50 datasets, with
each dataset containing N = 25 workers and M = 100
tasks. Further, we set sj ∼ U [0, 1], zj ∼ Bernoulli(0.5),
ci ∼ Beta(1, 1), and pi ∼ Beta(1, 5). We then varied
a ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5}, and Figure 3c presents the average inference
accuracy of different label aggregation algorithms. Interest-
ingly, we find the proposed algorithm has the largest advan-
tage over baseline algorithms when workers have a moderate
level of base rate of providing the preferable label. When
workers have very high base rates to provide the preferable
label (e.g., a = 1), the proposed algorithm performs worse
than the VI-BP algorithm. On the other hand, when work-
ers are unlikely to provide the preferable label (e.g., a = 5),
while the proposed algorithm outperforms many baselines, a
simple majority vote can be the most effective aggregation
strategy if the distribution of worker’s values is balanced.

6 Conclusion
Crowdsourcing has become a prevalent tool for gathering data
from humans. As humans are often subject to various types of
biases, the challenge of how to carefully process the crowd-
sourced data to minimize the negative impact that people’s
biases bring to data quality becomes pressing. In this paper,
we focus on confirmation bias, a particular type of cognitive
bias, and propose a new label aggregation algorithm based on
a quantitative model which characterizes how crowd workers
are influenced by their confirmation bias in their annotations.
The evaluation results on both real-world data and synthetic
data demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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